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The book of Revelation begins and ends with guarantees that its inspiring
message leads to blessing. Popular Bible teacher and author Ron Rhodes guides
readers on an encouraging journey through this prophetic book, interpreting its
picturesque language and revealing its reassuring promises. Each short chapter
is perfect for a group Bible study or a personal quiet time and includes...
Scripture Reading and Insights--a short passage of Revelation and easy-tounderstand notes on each verse Major Themes--brief summaries of the most
important ideas Digging Deeper with Cross-References--several other passages
readers can look up on relevant topics Life Lessons--practical and helpful
applications to everyday life Questions for Reflection and Discussion--thoughtprovoking starters for group discussions or personal journaling Readers who may
have been confused or intimidated by Revelation will appreciate this easy-tounderstand and practical presentation of its empowering truths.
The opening scenes in the story of redemption are essential for understanding
what the rest of the Bible has to say about God, the world, and you. As you
uncover the mysteries of the beginning of time, you'll discover how the sovereign
God cares for the world, blesses those who walk in faith, and keeps his covenant
promises. To help you personally interact with the vital truths of Genesis, trusted
Bible teacher Ron Rhodes provides... Scripture Readings and Insights—short
passages of Genesis and easy-to-understand notes on each verse Major
Themes—brief summaries of the most important ideas Cross-References—several
other passages you can look up on relevant topics Life Lessons—practical
applications to everyday life Questions for Reflection and Discussion—thoughtprovoking conversation starters for group discussions or personal journaling Use
this 40-day journey alone or with friends to fortify the foundations of your faith.
Increasing economic and cultural instability is leading North Americans to wonder
more and more about existence beyond death. Many sources—some trustworthy,
some not—are offering opinion, conjecture, and comforting words. Noted Bible
teacher Ron Rhodes, bestselling author of Angels Among Us, goes to the
Scriptures, God's gift to help us live on earth in a way that prepares us for
heaven. He tackles the important questions: What is the moment-of-death
transition actually like? In what state will believers exist? Will they know loved
ones? What will God's people do in eternity? What will it be like to live with God
forever? The Wonder of Heaven punctures the notion of a harp-strumming, donothing eternity. After glimpsing their home with God—and with people as God
meant them to be—Christians will be filled with an anticipation that makes their
lives brighter, stronger, and more effective today. Includes some material from
the book Heaven: The Undiscovered Country.
Bible scholar and avid reader Ron Rhodes gathers his favorite quotes from
classic and contemporary Christians about Scripture, belief, God, and life. For
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added spiritual insight, Rhodes provides Bible truths behind each presented
quote. Topical selections can be read in order or as areas of interest arise for a
reader. Attitude “If you can’t change circumstances, change the way you
respond to them.” Tim Hansel (1941-2009), Seminar leader Bible Truth Behind
the Quote: “For those who love God all things work together for good, for those
who are called according to his purpose” (Romans 8:28). This recognition helps
us to respond positively to our circumstances. This rich collection will be a musthave for home and church libraries and will be a great gift for those who love
gathering words of wisdom for their Christian walk.
The One Source You Can Count On for Facts About the Last Days “You also
must be ready all the time, for the Son of Man will come when least expected”
Matthew 24:44. There is no shortage of writings about the last days—often full of
speculation and sensationalism. Where can we go for information we can trust?
Join Bible scholar Ron Rhodes for an in-depth look at what we know to be certain
about the last days—based on key teachings directly from Jesus. You’ll learn
what the Lord Himself said about the rapture, the tribulation period, the second
coming, the future judgment, the millennial kingdom, and more. So—are you ready
for what is to come? Enjoy a fascinating survey of the end times through the
words of Jesus Himself, and gain the very best of what you can know about
God’s plan for the future.
Longtime Bible readers as well as newcomers to the Scriptures will love this
handy compilation of inspiring and informative keys to knowing and loving God's
Word. They'll find succinct quotes, bullet points, and other attention-getting
tidbits—all set in visually appealing chapters—that will energize their Bible reading
and answer important questions like these... How do we know which books
belong in the Bible? Were the Bible authors really inspired by God? How did that
work? Is the Bible God's only revelation to humankind? Is the Bible mostly literal
or mostly metaphorical? These easy-to-understand insights will spur truth
seekers to spend less time reading about the Scriptures and more time enjoying
the Bible itself.
Given the wealth of English translations of the Bible available today, how can
anyone know which is the right one for them? The options seem overwhelming.
Biblical scholar Ron Rhodes provides an easy-to-read guide that takes the
guesswork out of choosing a Bible. He critiques the prominent theories of
translation, lets readers in on the debate about gender-inclusive language, and
thoroughly covers the major English translations from the King James Version to
the New Living Translation and everything in between, including the two most
recent Bibles for Catholics. His examination of each version includes the story
behind the translation the translation theory used the intended readership pluses
and minuses comparisons with other translations A unique feature is Rhodes'
look at secondary factors to keep in mind when choosing a Bible, such as the
type size, the quality of the paper, the existence and placement of cross
references and other study helps, and the types of bindings. The result is an
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indispensable guide to help readers through the maze of choosing the translation
best suited for them.
In this little compendium of encouraging truths, each visually appealing chapter
focuses on a single aspect of heaven, helping readers to spend less time
searching for information, more time zeroing in on essential truths spend less
time weighing scholars' viewpoints, more time soaking in Scripture spend less
time wading through technical terms, more time contemplating the joys of eternity
Readers will find succinct and inspiring answers to questions like these: Do all
people go to heaven? Do infants who die go straight to heaven? What will
Christians do for all eternity in heaven? A quick and essential resource that will
answer reader's most pressing questions about their eternal home.
This biblical, thorough treatment of end-times prophecy from an internationally
respected Bible teacher is positioned to become the definitive word on the last
days.
Get the Who, What, When, Where, and Why of Bible Prophecy To the uninitiated, Bible
prophecy can seem strange, puzzling, and even frightening—yet at the heart of this subject is
an awesome revelation of God’s wonder and might. Basic Bible Prophecy is a straightforward,
clutter-free breakdown of what the Bible makes known about the future. With seasoned
prophecy author Ron Rhodes as your guide, you’ll get a big-picture overview of the essentials
of Bible prophecy, complete with helpful charts and infographics. You’ll understand the
primary players, places, and events relevant to Christ’s second coming timeline the Bible
gives for when each event will take place sovereignty and trustworthiness of God, who has a
perfect plan for your future Basic Bible Prophecy will help you view history past and still-tocome as a reason to live expectantly, righteously, and with a Christlike perspective. Most of all,
you’ll discover how prophecy can fill you with confidence, peace, and a heart of praise,
grateful that all of eternity rests under God’s control.
Do you wonder what happens when you die? If so, you’ll love these short, inspirational
explanations of the Bible’s most encouraging teachings about heaven. Trusted Bible teacher
Ron Rhodes combines his rock-solid scriptural insight with illustrations from leaders throughout
church history. Each chapter is short enough to read in one sitting and zeroes in on a single
encouraging truth. You will quickly find your fears and doubts replaced with confidence in these
truths: Death is a transition into a wonderful life, not a fearful end. You will enjoy eternity in a
wonderful new body. You will be reunited with Christian loved ones. Sin, sorrow, sickness, and
pain will be no more. Best of all, you will enjoy face-to-face fellowship with God. Bypassing
philosophical arguments and contentious debates, this reassuring look at the clear teaching of
the Bible will empower you to embrace the future with hope and joy.
Ron Rhodes, bestselling author and respected Bible scholar, offers readers an incredible array
of answers to the most frequently asked questions about God and the Bible as well as
questions people are intimidated to ask. Rhodes uses his years of study and many years of
talking to believers and seekers to create an exceptional resource that offers each reader:
confidence in God’s truths and promises clarity in place of uncertainty wisdom for decisions
and choices strength for every challenge assurances for their faith and hope in God This
volume is a must-have addition to personal and family collections of faith-building resources as
well as to church, student, and professional libraries.
What New Babylon Reveals to Us About the End Times What will the world look like in the last
days? One significant clue the Bible offers is a fascinating look at New Babylon. More than onetenth of the book of Revelation is devoted to prophecies about this city—the center of the
antichrist’s world government. But are we to understand these prophecies symbolically or
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literally? In New Babylon Rising, trusted prophecy expert Ron Rhodes offers insight into what
God’s Word tells us about the worldwide influence of New Babylon in the end times. Take a
look at what prophetic Scripture says and discover the rampant paganism and evil that will
mark this infamous city learn about the convergence and fulfillment of many ancient
prophecies about the tribulation and second coming of Christ apprehend that God not only
sees the future, but has determined how it will unfold As you explore the Bible’s prophecies
about the last days, you’ll discover that no matter how uncertain the future looks, you can
have peace knowing that God is in full control of all things.
Understand the Battle Before You Enter It When you think about the end times, you’ve
probably already considered the rapture, the tribulation, and the Antichrist. But are you
prepared for the spiritual warfare that is already escalating around us as we draw closer to the
final days? Now more than ever, it is essential to equip yourself with God’s truth so you can
stand against the encroaching darkness. In Spiritual Warfare in the End Times, bestselling
prophecy author Ron Rhodes powerfully exposes Satan’s most destructive and effective tools
of spiritual injury—and the means of rendering them ineffective. Ron will help you understand...
the identity, tactics, and dominion of Satan—and the spiritual armor God has given you for
protection the pivotal roles the Holy Spirit and the Word of God play in your spiritual victory the
sheep (Christians) who keep close to the Shepherd (Jesus) are safest from the predatory wolf
(Satan) Though Satan will always want to diminish your capacity to serve in God’s kingdom,
God promises you’ll never fight him alone. Spiritual Warfare in the End Times will provide you
with all you need for victory both now and in the future.
Ron Rhodes, one of America's most trusted and respected Bible teachers, grabs readers'
attention and sparks their imaginations with this unique collection of inspiring thoughts about
God. Each graphically appealing chapter explores a single important truth in a clean, inviting
display of bullet points, charts, real-life applications, Bible verses, or other quotes. This little
gem is great for quick and encouraging infusions of foundational information or for leisurely
meditation on essential biblical insights.
The book of Daniel holds the distinction of being one of the most important prophetic books in
the Bible--and one of the most challenging to understand. Now you can unearth its inspiring
lessons and enduring truths in just 40 daily readings. You'll be amazed to see how prophecies
from the sixth century BC are unfolding today. To help you personally interact with the vital
truths of Daniel, trusted Bible teacher Ron Rhodes provides... short passages of Daniel with
easy-to-understand notes on each verse brief summaries of the most important ideas helpful
cross-references on relevant topics practical applications to everyday life thought-provoking
conversation starters for group discussions or personal journaling As you see God's
faithfulness on display in the lions' den, in the fiery furnace, and in the rise and fall of world
empires, you'll gain a deep sense that God is in control.
Almost 2700 years ago, the prophet Ezekiel detailed a massive end-times attack against Israel.
The coalition he describes is still making headlines today. Bible scholar Ron Rhodes analyzes
current events in the light of biblical prophecy and empowers readers to "interpret the signs of
the times" (Matthew 16:3). This up-to-date assessment of the situation in the Middle East
reveals vital information about... financial and political ties between the group of nations north
of Israel Muslim leaders' growing antagonism toward Israel and the United States Iran's
development of nuclear weapons and the resulting threat to global security the polarization of
nations supporting extremist Islam and the rest of the world globalization and its role in setting
the stage for a cataclysmic war Readers will grow in their confidence in God, for to Him, "the
nations are like a drop in a bucket" (Isaiah 40:15).
Making Sense of Crucial Last-Days Signs Pressure is rising. The global atmosphere is
morphing as never before. It's time to pay attention to the warnings around us that point to
inevitable catastrophes to come. Bible prophecy expert Ron Rhodes surveys 15 current trends
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that affect us on a worldwide, national, and personal scale—suggesting some inescapable
consequences to our safety, rights, and way of life. You will see how the stage is being set for
the end times with such drastic developments as... the escalation of cyberwarfare the
deterioration of religious freedom the dissolution of the family unit With eye-opening research
and a helpful examination of Scripture, Rhodes clearly shows where trends are leading while
advocating a response based on hope, truth, and preparation rather than fear.
Starting from the birth of Jesus and ending with the eternal state, this book works
chronologically through history from a Biblical standpoint. This is divided into seven sections:
Jesus' first coming, The Church Age, The Rapture of the Church, The Tribulation, The Second
Coming, The Millennial Kingdom and The Eternal State. Only a little previous knowledge is
assumed and there is comprehensive and detailed glossary included together with several
appendices which provide explanations of many different words, concepts and Bible passages
relating to the end times. This book answers many of the common questions asked about end
time topics and there are ample Bible quotes and references supporting the text throughout.
Long arguments and debates are kept to a minimum in the interests of both clarity and brevity.
The content of the book draws from many varied and reliable sources - not least the Bible itself
- which results in a well-rounded and informative work.
We are the Exit Generation that the prophets spoke about! You are living in one of the most
critical times of humanity. All that Jesus spoke about on April 7, 32 A.D. concerning the
endtimes is ready to explode on this generation. In this book that is packed with pictures,
graphs, and undeniable proofs with over 1,100 supportive verses of Scripture, you will learn:
Precisely what signs to look for that starts the 7-Year Period of Revelation. (Note: it is not wars,
rumors of wars, floods, famine, and disease.) How to identify Antichrist according to what
Scripture says of him before he begins his global reign on earth. How to identify the False
Prophet who orders the Mark of the Beast. How to identify the emerging apostate churches
and their rapid gain in popularity. The exact order of events as they occur according to the
prophets of the Bible. Critical information for you and your family to help prepare you for the
days ahead. Precisely where the rapture occurs in the order of endtime events. What you must
do now to position yourself and your family for the coming events.
This handy topical concordance contains more than 300 subjects, all related to the end times
and arranged alphabetically. Each topic is followed by several Scripture references—arranged
by sub-topics for fast, accurate searches—that readers can look up in their own Bibles. All of the
Bible’s most important eschatological verses are included, referring to such things as... the
rapture, tribulation, second coming, and millennium the antichrist, false prophet, and mark of
the beast Israel’ rebirth as a nation and the rebuilding of the Jewish temple the Ezekiel
invasion, Armageddon, and the day of the Lord pre-, mid-, and post-tribulation end-times
interpretations Bible students of all levels will find quick access to the essential information
they need to see what the Scriptures have to say about the things to come.
From Bible prophecy expert Ron Rhodes comes this companion workbook to The End Times
in Chronological Order. Each chapter unpacks a major end-times event, from the rapture, to
the tribulation, to the millennial kingdom, and beyond.
Covers the Mormon view of the Bible, the Book of Mormon origins. Stresses the importance of
the Trinity, salvation by grace not works, and more.
Christians have great news to offer Jehovah's Witnesses. In this revised and updated version
of the top-selling Reasoning from the Scriptures with the Jehovah's Witnesses (more than
90,000 copies sold), author and Bible expert Ron Rhodes helps readers delve into the Bible
and use practical tools to share God's truths with those who come calling. Convenient side-byside comparisons of the New World Translation and the Bible, along with answers to each
doctrinal error espoused by the Witnesses Point-by-point lists of the favorite tactics and
arguments used by the Witnesses—along with effective, biblical responses to each Questions
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you can ask to challenge the Jehovah's Witnesses' confidence in the Watchtower Society With
easy-to-understand helps, concise information, direct comparisons of beliefs, and a
compassionate presentation, this resource from Ron Rhodes is ideal for personal and church
libraries and for any reader who wants to confidently share the gospel.
In this new resource, noted author and biblical scholar Ron Rhodes takes you through each
book of the Bible, breaking down complex concepts into practical applications and offering
helpful insights for each. As you put God's key principles into practice, you'll experience more
than ever all the benefits the Bible has to offer.
Bible prophecy expert Ron Rhodes offers an easy-to-understand yet detailed chronology and
explanation of end-times events. The chapters are arranged around the major end-times
themes: the rapture, the tribulation, the millennial kingdom, and the eternal state. Each chapter
begins with a list of the specific events it covers, making this an extremely user-friendly
chronological guide to end-times biblical prophecy. Rhodes allows for various interpretations
among Christians. Yet the sequence he describes is faithful to the biblical text, based on a
literal approach to prophecy, and held by many Bible scholars. As readers discover that they
really can understand Bible prophecy, they will come to love and trust the Scriptures like never
before.
Experience the story of Jesus and the early church like never before in this daily chronological
tour through the New Testament. You'll be refreshed and restored in your relationship with
Jesus as you see how the Gospels, Acts, and all the letters fit together.

The End Times in Chronological OrderA Complete Overview to Understanding
Bible ProphecyHarvest House Publishers
Anyone interested in sharing the gospel with Muslim friends or understanding the
doctrines and historical basis of Islam will appreciate this addition to the popular
Reasoning from the Scriptures series. Using an easy-to-follow question-andanswer format, Reasoning from the Scriptures with Muslims covers issues,
including... Muhammad and Jesus Christ—what are their roles? the Quran and the
Bible—what kind of inspiration and authority do they have? Islam today—what
different groups exist, and how can Muslims be reached with the good news?
Each chapter examines a Muslim belief and compares it with biblical Christianity.
Readers will find this an invaluable tool for discussing and sharing the words and
life of Jesus Christ with Muslim friends and acquaintances.
???????? ??????????? ?????????????? ????400?? ?????????????????
------------------------------ ?????????? ?????????????????
????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????K????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????
????????,??????,????;?????????,?????????,?????????????......
The Middle East has long been spiraling out of control, causing global uncertainty
and fear. What does this turmoil mean for Israel, and why has peace been so
elusive? In Israel on High Alert, author and Bible teacher Ron Rhodes offers a
clear view of the situation—and future—faced by Israel. You will explore the history
of the current Middle East conflict what Scripture says about the ongoing battle
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and God's plans for Israel how the events in the Middle East affect us today
Touching on everything from mainstream and radical Islam to the current efforts
to rebuild the Jewish temple, this book will guide you through the past, present,
and God-ordained future for the nation of Israel. Find assurance in knowing that
even amid chaos and uncertainty, God's plan is already in action—and it will never
fail.
August Rosado shows how the Book of Daniel should be read Chronologically
and not Numerically. That means you must jump around the book in order to
understand the Chronological sequence. The book of Daniel is an Apocalyptic
book that uses Apocalyptic literature. The Bible will interpret that Apocalyptic
literature, not the mind of the individual. August gives the Chronological
sequence of Chapters laid out in the book. The book also serves as a
commentary and tackles the 2 controversial chapters, Chapters 9 and 11. August
looks at the scriptures for their plain sense interpretation and shows how the
book of Daniel foretold events 2500 years ago are slowly unfolding in the GeoPolitical activities of the world today, showing us that Bible Prophecy is on course
to being fulfilled.
Christian - the end times in chronological order.
Travel Straight Through the Events of Scripture Imagine how your understanding
of the Bible could grow if you knew how every part and player fit together on the
stage of time! Bible scholar Ron Rhodes, author of the popular book The End
Times in Chronological Order, now presents a spectacular bird's-eye view of
God's larger work—past, present, and future. You'll see... who was used by God
to display His glory and spread His message what key happenings shine a light
on God's will throughout the ages when the true stories of Scripture took place—in
order where these events unfolded, and the direction humanity is headed why it's
important to study these details found in God's Word Are you ready to take the
tour? Experience the wonder of knowing your Bible better—and let this inspire you
to draw closer to God than ever before.
This book takes a fresh look at the coming end times as described in the Bible.
There are many new and fresh insights. The book progresses in a fairly
chronological order of end-times events. It leaves out speculation of the identity
of the Anti-Christ and other speculations. Chapter information: Ch 1 - The End is
Near or is It?Ch 2 - What on Earth is God Doing?Ch 3 - Principles of ProphecyCh
4 - Before the 10 Nation UnityCh 5 - The 10 Nation UnityCh 6 - The Once and
Future KingCh 7 - The Prophecy of the 70 WeeksCh 8 - Jesus' Discussion of EndTimesCh 9 - The RaptureCh 10 - The Revelation TribulationCh 11 - Where are
Christians in All This?Ch 12 - Where are Jews in All This?Ch 13 - The
Homecoming of JesusCh 14 - Prophetic Destinies and RewardsCh 15 - The
Millennial Kingdom Part 1Ch 16 - The Millennial Kingdom Part 2Ch 17 - The End
Produces a New BeginningAppendix A - Flow of End-Time Scripture
Studying Prophecy Can Change Your Life Strengthen your faith and find real
hope for the future in this extensive resource that provides concise answers to
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your most burning questions about Bible prophecy and the end times. Topics
include everything from how to interpret prophecy to clarifying the perplexing
specifics of the rapture, the antichrist, and the afterlife. Respected Bible scholar
Ron Rhodes addresses questions many are asking, such as... Is it important that
we be aware of the signs of the times? Do Christians agree about the role of
America in Bible prophecy? Is there biblical evidence that the church will escape
the tribulation period? Will only believers enter into Christ's millennial kingdom?
In what way will the heavens and earth be made "new"? Whether you're looking
for quick instruction or you're eager to go deeper, this accessible Q&A-style guide
will help you navigate prophetic Scripture passages and better understand
matters of eternal significance.
Respected Bible scholar Ron Rhodes, author of The Coming Oil Storm,
addresses another timely issue with integrity in this exploration of how overdependence on technology puts the nation at risk for cyberattacks and sets the
stage for the end times. With up-to-date information, Rhodes prepares readers
for the possibility of technology-based warfare and helps them view it in a biblical
context as he addresses the following hot topics: what Christians need to know
about cybercontrol and the Antichrist what technology and security experts have
to say about the risks the validity of the threat of cyberterrorism what a
cyberattack against the U.S. would look like the possible role of cyberattacks in
end-time wars Both captivating and helpful, this compelling resource provides the
truth behind the technology and its likely role in God’s plan for the future.
The identity of the Antichrist is a topic of hot debate today. Adding fuel to the
flame of rampant speculation are voices saying the Antichrist might be a Muslim
or a Jew—a view that respected Bible scholar and bestselling author Ron Rhodes
argues against in this revealing, Scripture-based exploration of: what God's Word
does and does not tell us about the Antichrist the advance signs, power moves,
and eventual fall of this person the mysterious "Gog"—leader of Northern military
coalition mentioned in Ezekiel It is time for a trustworthy study of this topic to take
the place of emotion-based suspicions. Believers, followers of end-times news,
and anyone anxiously watching the turmoil of today's political landscape will be
thankful for this thorough, straightforward resource. Excellent for church and
personal libraries.
You’ve heard about the tribulation, millennium, rapture, and antichrist, but you
may wonder, what’s all the debating about? Do most Christians agree on the big
issues? And what about other topics—dispensationalism, interpretive views, timing
of events...are they too complex for most folks to understand? Not at all! In this
concise and easy-to-read review, respected Bible teacher Ron Rhodes identifies
eight of the most important end-times discussions. Avoiding complex arguments,
he highlights the most important biblical passages, summarizes a few of the most
popular interpretations, and provides succinct conclusions. He demonstrates that
the Bible’s end-times teaching is intended to be a blessing for every believer. As
you compare and contrast the various viewpoints, you’ll be able to enjoy
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constructive conversations with other Christians and support your own informed
convictions. You’ll also enrich your reading of the Scriptures and see how
passages fit together in God’s great plan for the ages.
Many people are fascinated by the end times but often struggle as they try to
figure out what will happen, and when. This guide is the ideal hands-on tool for
readers who want... a clear chronological time line of last-days events a detailed
overview of the seven-year tribulation and how it will unfold clues to the identity of
the key players in the final battles between God and Satan With experts Tim
LaHaye and Ed Hindson as their personal guides, readers will interact directly
with God’s Word and gain a practical mastery of Bible prophecy and subjects
related to the last days. This resource includes numerous charts and diagrams
and is great for both personal study and group settings.
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